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Abstract

Knowledge 'objects' are proposed as a modelling framework which facilitates the reuse of knowledge. Knowledge objects are operators which may be used to construct the 'items' in the conceptual model. Items are a single framework for describing the data, information and knowledge things in an application. The conceptual model is constructed by applying object operators to basic 'data items'. Items are expressed in terms of their particular 'components'. The knowledge embedded within a knowledge item can not be readily applied in the context of different components. Items do not facilitate reuse. Objects are not expressed in terms of particular components and do facilitate reuse.

Introduction

Conceptual modelling is the second step in a complete, four-step design methodology for knowledge-based systems. The conceptual model is "unified" in the sense that no distinction is made between the 'knowledge component' and 'database component'. In this conceptual model the 'knowledge', the 'information' and the 'data' are represented in the same way. The conceptual model is expressed in terms of "items" and "objects" which are described in the following sections. Both items and objects contain two classes of constraints; thus the conceptual model employs constraints in a uniform way for both 'knowledge', 'information' and 'data'. The work described here has a rigorous, formal theoretical basis expressed in terms of the λ-calculus [1] [2]; the work may also presented informally in terms of schema. Schema are used to construct a conceptual model in practice.

Items are expressed in terms of their particular 'components'. The knowledge embedded within a knowledge item can not be readily applied in the context of different components. Items do not facilitate reuse. Objects are not expressed in terms of particular components and do facilitate reuse. Objects are a context independent, well defined framework that can be used to describe either simple rules or complex rule bases.

A first generation methodology, developed in a collaborative research project between the University of Technology, Sydney and the CSIRO Division of Information Technology; that methodology did not address reuse effectively. That methodology was supported by a Computer Assisted Knowledge Engineering tool, or CAKE tool. An experimental version of this tool was trialed in a commercial environment. A second generation methodology takes a unified approach to design. It generates systems that are inherently easy to maintain, and employs knowledge constraints [8] to further protect the system against the introduction of update anomalies. The second generation methodology addresses knowledge reuse by representing knowledge as object operators.

The terms 'data', 'information' and 'knowledge' are used here in a rather idiosyncratic sense. The data in an application are those things which are taken as the fundamental, indivisible things in that application; data things can be represented as simple constants or variables. The information is those things which are "implicit" associations between data things. An implicit association is one that has no succinct, computable representation. Information things can be represented as tuples or relations. The knowledge is those things which are "explicit" associations between information things or data things. An explicit association is one that has a succinct, computable representation. Knowledge things can be represented either as programs in an imperative language or as rules in a declarative language.

Conceptual Modelling

If a conceptual model represents only the individual data, information and knowledge things and the relationships between those things then that model is called hierarchic. An item is a representation in a hierarchic conceptual model of a data, information or knowledge thing. A hierarchic conceptual model is 'hierarchic' in the sense that information items are "built out of" data items, and that knowledge items are "built out of data and information items". In a hierarchic model the data items which are used to build an information item are called the components of that information item. Likewise the data or information items which are used to build a knowledge item are called the components of that knowledge item [9].

A knowledge-based systems design methodology should address reuse [10]. A design methodology will specify the form of its conceptual model. The particular form of the
conceptual model used by the methodology will influence both the cost of representing knowledge, and the cost of subsequently reusing that knowledge. A "unified conceptual model" is described which facilitates knowledge reuse.

The unified conceptual model consists of:

- a conceptual view, and
- a coupling map.

The conceptual view is a collection of items each of which represents a data, information or knowledge thing. The coupling map is a vertex labelled graph. For each item in the conceptual view there is a vertex in the coupling map labelled with that item's name. A coupling relationship links two items in the conceptual model if modification to one item will, in general, require that the other item should at least be checked for correctness if the integrity of the conceptual model is to be preserved. The coupling relationships form a chaining structure; a modification leads to checking which may in turn lead to further modifications and hence to further checking and so on. If a coupling relationship exists between two items then that coupling relationship is represented in the coupling map as an arc which joins the corresponding two vertices. The coupling map is used to support maintenance.

In §2.1 the unified representation for items is described. Items, together with the notion of item normalisation described below, fail to provide an adequate basis for the simplification of the coupling map. Items are built up from components; the component structure of items means that the expression of a knowledge item will be inextricably involved with its components. As an item's components are an integral part of that item, items do not facilitate knowledge reuse. To overcome this inadequacy "objects" are introduced in §2.2. Objects are item building operators.

Items and objects are introduced now in general terms. Item names are written in italics. Object names are written in bold italics. Suppose that the conceptual view already contains the item "part" which represents spare part things, and the item "cost-price" which represents cost price things; then the information thing "spare parts have a cost price" can be represented by "part/cost-price" which may be built by applying the "costs" object to part and cost-price:

part/cost-price = costs(part, cost-price)

Suppose that the conceptual view already contains the item "part/sale-price" which represents the association between spare parts and their corresponding selling price, and the item "mark-up" which represents the data thing a universal mark-up factor; then the knowledge thing "spare parts are marked up by a universal mark up factor" can be represented by [part/sale-price, part/cost-price, mark-up] which may be built by applying the "mark-up-rule" to the items "part/sale-price", "part/cost-price" and "mark-up":

\[ \text{mark-up-rule}(\text{part/sale-price}, \text{part/cost-price}, \text{mark-up}) = \begin{array}{ll}
\end{array} \]

Items and objects are described formally in §2.1 and §2.2.

The conceptual view consists of items. A fundamental set of data items in the conceptual view are called the "basis". The remaining items in the conceptual view are built by applying object operators to other items in the conceptual view.

**Items**

Items are a formalism for describing the things in an application. They have three principal properties: items have a unified format in that they may represent data, information or knowledge things [2]; items incorporate two powerful classes of constraints, and a single rule of "normalisation" can be specified for items. The key to this unified representation is the way in which the "meaning" of an item, called its semantics, is specified.

Items have a name which by convention is written in italics. The semantics of an item is a function which recognises the members of the "value set" of that item. The value set of an item will change in time \( \tau \), but the item's semantics should remain constant. The value set of an information item at a certain time \( \tau \) is the set of tuples which are associated with a relational implementation of that item at that time; for example, the value set of the item named part/cost-price could be the set of tuples in the "part/cost-price" relation at time \( \tau \). Knowledge items have value sets too. Consider the rule the "sale price of parts is the cost price marked up by a universal mark-up factor"; suppose that this rule is represented by the item named [part/sale-price, part/cost-price, mark-up], then this item could have the value set of quintuples that satisfy this rule. This idea of defining the semantics of items as recognising functions for the members of their value set extends to complex, recursive knowledge items too [2]. Items thus provide a unified framework for describing all of the things in the conceptual model. An operation on items is defined in the following section in terms of the \( \lambda \)-calculus representation.

Formally, given a unique name \( A \), an \( n \)-tuple \((m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n)\), \( M = \sum_{i=1}^{n} m_i \), if:

- \( S_A \) is an M-argument expression of the form:

\[ \lambda y_{1} \ldots y_{m_{1}} \ldots y_{m_{n}} \cdot [S_A(y_{1} \ldots y_{m_{1}}) \land \ldots \land \ S_A(y_{1} \ldots y_{m_{n}})] \]

\[ S_{A_{n}}(y_{1} \ldots y_{m_{n}}) \land J(y_{1} \ldots y_{m_{1}}) \ldots y_{m_{n}})\]
where \( \{A_1, \ldots, A_n\} \) is an ordered set of not necessarily distinct items, each item in this set is called a component of item \( A \);

- \( V_A \) is an \( M \)-argument expression of the form:

\[
\lambda y_1 \cdots y_{m_1} \cdots y_{m_n} \ (V_A(y_1, \ldots, y_{m_1}) \land \cdots \land V_A(y^n_{n}, \ldots, y_{m_n}))
\]

where \( \{A_1, \ldots, A_n\} \) are the components of item \( A \), and

- \( C_A \) is an expression of the form:

\[
C_A \land C_{A_1} \land \cdots \land C_{A_n} \land (L)_A
\]

where \( L \) is a logical combination of:

- Card lies in some numerical range;
- Uni \( \left( A_i \right) \) for some \( i, 1 \leq i \leq n \), and
- Can \( \left( A_i, X \right) \) for some \( i, 1 \leq i \leq n \), where \( X \) is a non-empty subset of \( \{A_1, \ldots, A_n\} - \{A_i\} \);

subscripted with the name of the item \( A \), and "Uni(\( a \))" is a universal constraint which means that "all members of the value set of item \( a \) must be in this association", "Can(\( b, A \))" is a candidate constraint which means that "the value set of the set of items \( A \) functionally determines the value set of item \( b \)"; and "Card" means "the number of things in the value set". The subscripts indicate the item's components to which that set constraint applies.

then the named triple \( A[ S_A, V_A, C_A] \) is an \( n \)-adic item with item name \( A \), \( S_A \) is called the semantics of \( A \), \( V_A \) is called the value constraints of \( A \) and \( C_A \) is called the set constraints of \( A \).

For example, an application may contain an association whereby each \( part \) is associated with a cost-price. This association could be subject to the "value constraint" that parts whose part-number is less that 1,999 will be associated with a cost price of no more than $300. This association could also be subject to the "set constraints" that every part must be in this association, and that each part is associated with a unique cost-price. This association could be represented by the information item named \( part/cost-price \); the \( \lambda \)-calculus form for this item is:

\[
part/cost-price \ [ \lambda xy[ S_{part}(x) \land S_{cost-price}(y) \land \text{costs}(x, y)] \land \lambda xy[ V_{part}(x) \land V_{cost-price}(y) \land ((x < 1999) \rightarrow (y \leq 300))] 
\]

The \( \lambda \)-calculus form for items is not intended for practical use. In practice items are presented as i-schema. The i-schema format is shown in Figure 1. The i-schema for the item \( part/cost-price \) is shown in Figure 2. Rules, or knowledge, can also be defined as items. The i-schema for the knowledge item \( [part/sale-price, part/cost-price, mark-up] \) is also shown in Figure 2; this i-schema has four set constraints.

**Objects**

Items and objects may be used in such a way as to facilitate knowledge reuse. Objects are item building operators. They have four principal properties: objects have a unified format no matter whether they represent data, information or knowledge operators; objects incorporate two powerful classes of constraints; objects enable items to be built in such a way as to reveal their inherent structure, and a single rule of 'normalisation' can be specified for objects. Objects may either be represented...
Objects may be defined formally as $\lambda$-calculus expressions in a similar way to the formal, $\lambda$-calculus definition of items. The formal definition of objects will not be described here. In practice objects are presented as o-schema. The o-schema format for objects is shown in Figure 3. If two objects have the property that the semantics of one logically implies the semantics of the other then the first object is a sub-object of the second. If two objects have the property that they are each sub-objects of each other then those two objects are said to be equivalent.

For example, the o-schema for the \textit{costs} object is shown in Figure 3. The o-schema for the \textit{costs} object contains two set constraints. The '$\forall$' symbol has the obvious extension of meaning to its use for items; likewise for the horizontal line and the 'O' symbol. The o-schema for the \textit{mark-up-rule} knowledge object is shown in Figure 4. Data objects provide a representation of sub-typing. For example, the \textit{cost-price} object shown as a box with sloping sides in Figure 5 may be applied to the \textit{price} item to generate the \textit{cost-price} item which is a sub-type of \textit{price}. The n-adic operator \textit{comp} with trivial "constant 'true'" semantics is called the \textit{compound operator}; it can be used to generate compound items from a set of n items.

Objects are used to construct the items in the conceptual view. A conceptual view consists of:

- a \textit{basis}, which is a fundamental set of data items on which the conceptual model is founded;
- an \textit{object library}, which is a set of object operators which are used to construct the items in the conceptual view with the exception of the items in the basis, and
- a \textit{conceptual diagram}, which shows how the objects in the object library are used to construct the items in the conceptual view.

A simple conceptual diagram is shown in Figure 5.

Objects facilitate knowledge reuse. For example the \textit{mark-up-rule} knowledge object described above may be applied to any three items of type $(I^2, I^2, D^1)$ to generate a knowledge item. Any particular knowledge item generated in this way will contain the same basic wisdom in the \textit{mark-up-rule} knowledge object. In [1] a join operator is defined. This operator enables knowledge objects to be combined so that they may represent combinations of complex rules. In theory, at least, an object operator can be constructed in this way to represent the essence of the knowledge in a entire knowledge base. Such an object operator may be applied to any appropriate set of basis data items to generate a particular knowledge base.

In Figure 3 the o-schema format and the object 'costs' is shown. Figure 4 is the o-schema for object 'mark-up-rule'.

Informally as "o-schema" or formally as $\lambda$-calculus expressions. Object names are written in bold italic script.

An n-adic object is an operator which maps n given items into another item for some value of n. The specification of each object will presume that the set of items to which that object may be applied are of a specific "type". The type of an m-adic item is determined both by whether it is a data item, an information item or a knowledge item and by the value of m; these types are denoted respectively by $D^m$, $I^m$ and $K^m$. Unspecified, or free, type which is denoted by $X^m$ is also permitted. The definition of an object is similar to that of an item. An object consists of: an object name, argument types, object semantics, object value constraints, and object set constraints. The object name is written in bold italics. The argument types are a set of types of items to which that object operator may be applied. The object semantics is an expression which recognises the members of the value set of any item generated by the object. The object value constraints is an expression which must be satisfied by all members of the value set of any item generated by the object. The object set constraints are constraints on the structure of the value set of any item generated by the object.
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